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Introduction
The majority of vertical lift bridge lift spans essentially hang from tall towers. However, there are several
lift bridges that do not have towers. These towerless vertical lifts, also referred to as table bridges, have
legs that extend below the span. Counterweight ropes, attached to the bottom of these legs, lift the bridge
from below – opposed to the more common vertical lifts which are pulled from above. When anything is
supported significantly below its center of gravity, it is considered top heavy and is more susceptible to
external forces and uneven driving forces. Equalizer systems are used to ensure that the span remains
level during lifts. One such equalizer system that is installed on several of the City of Milwaukee’s
towerless vertical lift bridges utilizes wire ropes, sheaves, and drums that link the span to the piers to
stabilize the span. The purpose of this paper is to show how these rope equalizer systems operate on this
less common type of lift bridge.

Vertical Lift Basics
Most vertical lift bridges consist of a lift span and counterweights connected via several counterweight
ropes which travel over counterweight sheaves. Typically the counterweight sheaves are located at the top
of towers near each end of the lift span. Different drive systems can be and are used to raise and lower the
lift span. Span drive and tower drive systems are the most popular drive systems for vertical lift bridges
with towers. The differences between these two types of systems, their merits and downfalls are a topic
for another time. Regardless of the type of drive system installed on the lift bridge, the counterweights
and the counterweight ropes do the majority of the lifting work. The counterweight rope span
attachments are essentially the supports of a raised span.

Towerless Vertical Lift
Though towerless vertical lifts, as their name suggests, do not have towers, there must be ample space
below the span to fit the counterweights and also lifting legs which extend below the deck of the lift span.
A common way to accomplish this and still get a reasonable lift height is to form pits within the piers.
Counterweight sheaves are positioned below the deck of the lift span, mounted to the pier. One end of
each counterweight rope is attached to a counterweight and the other end is attached to a lifting leg. When
the span lifts, the counterweights descend into the pier pit as the lift legs, and the span to which they are
attached, raise.
Of course, there must be a drive system which raises and lowers the bridge. The common drive system for
these bridges is to use hydraulic cylinders to raise the span and allow the span to lower by gravity.
Typically there are one or two cylinders in each pier. Though the robustness of hydraulic equipment has
improved, there could be a pressure or flow differential between the drive cylinders. This could cause the
cylinders to extend and retract at varying velocities, which would lead to an unlevel span. Differences in
frictional forces at the corners of the lift span and between the lifting cylinders can also cause them to
move at different speeds unless the flow to each cylinder is equalized, internally or externally. The lift
heights for these towerless vertical lifts are relatively short, with a maximum lift of approximately 15 feet.
Therefore, when the span is fully raised, the extended length of the hydraulic cylinders is in excess of 30
feet. Due to the gravity lower aspect of the span, typically the bridge is significantly span heavy.
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Response to External Forces
When a lift span is seated, it is relatively stable as it rests on its bearing points. However, when the span is
raised and it is suspended by the counterweight ropes, external forces such as wind may cause the raised
span to translate and/or rotate. Uneven frictional forces on the span could also lead to span rotation.
Hopefully when the span moves, it remains level, or at least level enough that it does not uncontrollably
tip. Span guides are typically installed on vertical lifts to prevent significant translation of the entire span.
Though, reactions from span guides could lead to span rotation. Resistance to rotation is a function of the
span stability. The stability of a raised span that is supported by ropes is dependent on the location of the
counterweight rope attachments relative to the center of gravity of the span and the location of the
external force(s). Any stationary object that is supported from above its center of gravity is considered to
be in stable equilibrium. An external force may move it, but it will return to its original stable position. If
an object is supported from below, it is considered to be in stable equilibrium if its center of gravity is
above its base support. If the center of gravity is directly above an edge of the object’s base support, then
the object would very easily tip if under the influence of an external force. To visualize this basic concept,
think of a person standing who gradually leans over. As soon as the person’s center of gravity is no longer
directly above the area outlined by his feet, he will fall. In the case of a raised lift span, the area of its base
support is the area within the points of the counterweight rope attachments. For all lift spans, the center of
gravity is well within the span’s base support. Therefore all properly balanced vertical lifts should be
considered to be stable. However, as the vertical distance between the base support and the center of
gravity increases, the easier it is for the span to rotate from external forces. In the case of a raised
towerless vertical lift, with the counterweight attachments significantly below the span’s center of gravity,
the span could begin to tip from external forces. It would take very significant external forces for the span
to uncontrollably tip, but it is possible for a horizontal wind or uneven frictional forces to cause the span
to become unlevel.

Equalizer Systems
Due to the possibility of the span becoming skewed, from uneven driving forces, from an eccentric span
load, or from external forces, some mechanism or device or a sophisticated hydraulic system is required
to ensure the span remains level during operation. Just like most aspects of the movable bridge industry,
there is more than one way to stabilize the lift span of an operating towerless vertical lift. The equalizer
system presented here is what is installed on the majority of the City of Milwaukee’s towerless vertical
lifts. A system of wire ropes, sheaves and drums link the lift span to the piers providing stabilization
during operation. There are typically four independent equalizer systems per bridge: two transverse
equalizer systems which are located in the piers, and two longitudinal equalizers which are located along
the length of the span with the ropes terminating in the piers. The rope ends of the transverse equalizers
are attached to the lift span and the sheaves and drum over which the ropes travel are mounted to the pier.
Conversely, the longitudinal equalizer rope ends are attached to the piers and the sheaves and drum are
mounted to the lift span. The basic concept is that if the lift span would begin to tip, certain rope segments
will go into tension while others go slack; thus preventing the span from tipping further.

Transverse Equalizer System
Two wire ropes are used per transverse equalizer system. One end of each rope is attached to the span just
below the deck with the other end attached near the bottom of a lift leg. The ropes are wound around a
grooved drum near centerline of the span and travel over deflector sheaves such that the ropes are
approximately vertical at the rope end connections. See Figure 1 for a view of a transverse equalizer
located within one pier. Figure 2 shows a view of the bridge in the lowered position and in the raised
position.
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Figure 1 - Elevation En
nd View of Raised Lift Span. L
Longitudinal Eq
qualizer not Shoown

Figure 2 - End
E View of Briidge in Lowered
d and Raised Poositions

o operating ropes used on span
s
drive tow
wer-type vertiical lift bridgees, the equalizer ropes cann be
Similar to
thought of as having up
phaul segmen
nts and downh
haul segmentss. However, uunlike operatiing ropes, thee
drum is no
ot driven by the
t operating machinery. Rather
R
the roppes turn the drrum. The dow
wnhaul segmeents
turn the drum when thee span is raisiing and the up
phaul segmennts turn the dru
rum when the span lowers.
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Rope segm
ments 1 and 2 are one conttinuous rope that
t is attacheed to the drum
m with a U-boolt, or somethhing
similar. Likewise,
L
ropee segments 3 and
a 4 are onee continuous rrope attached similarly. Ass the lift span
operates, the
t drum and
d sheaves rem
main in the sam
me location siince they are m
mounted to thhe pier. If the span
is properly
y balanced an
nd operating in
i calm condiitions with prooperly functiooning hydrauulic cylinders, then
the equaliizer ropes essentially go along for the riide with only slight tensionn. However, iif the span staarts to
tip, then one
o uphaul segment and the downhaul segment
s
on thhe opposite coorner will devvelop tension. Thus
providing
g the forces required to keeep the span lev
vel. Considerr the case whhere a combination of an
eccentric span load and
d a transversee wind load caause the span shown in Figgure 1 to begiin to rotate
clockwisee. Tension wo
ould be develo
oped in rope segments
s
1 annd 4 while seggments 2 andd 3 would go sslack.
The tensio
on that must be
b developed in the equalizzer ropes to sstabilize the sppan can be esstimated via
equations of equilibrium. It should be
b noted that the hydraulicc cylinders thaat drive the sppan typically have
only a fricction connection with the lift
l span. Therrefore there ccannot be a m
moment reactioon, and only a
relatively small horizon
ntal reaction at
a this connecction. If the cyylinder were rigidly attachhed, or even ppin
connected
d, it would contribute to thee stabilization
n of the span, depending oon the stiffness of the extennded
cylinder. With
W the reassonable assum
mption that thee extended cyylinders are fllexible enouggh that there w
would
be a negliigible horizon
ntal or momen
nt reaction at the cylinder cconnections, tthen the calcuulation is
simplified
d. Consider th
he diagram sh
hown in Figurre 3 representiing a simplifiied free body diagram of a
raised lift span under th
he influence of
o a transverse wind. Withh knowledge aabout the geom
metry of the sspan
and locatiion of equalizzer ropes and assumptions about loadingg, the requiredd tension to pprevent rotatioon
can be callculated.

Fig
gure 3 - Free Bo
ody Diagram off Raised Span

With one of these systeems in each pier,
p
together they
t
provide the bracing reequired to preevent the spann
from tippiing in the brid
dge transversee direction. Note
N that this ssystem will nnot prevent thee span from
translating
g if under the influence of a horizontal external
e
forcee. However, just like verticcal lifts with
towers, to
owerless vertical lifts have span guides preventing
p
traanslation of thhe entire spann. The typicall span
guides useed in conjuncction with thesse equalizer systems
s
consiist of rails moounted to the llift legs, whicch
interface with
w a roller mounted
m
to th
he pier. Once the span conttacts the spann guide, it proovides a reactiion to
counter th
he horizontal wind
w
load. Seee Figure 4 fo
or the free boddy diagram off the span afteer it has contaacted
the span guide.
g
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Figu
ure 4 - Free Bod
dy Diagram of Raised
R
Span Affter Contact witth Span Guide

Note that if there is nott a significantt horizontal reeaction at the cylinder, thee tension deveeloped in the
equalizer ropes is essen
ntial to keepin
ng the span leevel.
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Span Withoutt Transv
verse Ro
ope Equalizer
The preceeding explanaation and diag
grams indicatee only one hyydraulic cylindder providingg the driving fforce
per pier. There
T
are, how
wever, towerlless vertical liifts that have two cylinderrs in each pierr. Two cylindders
per pier will
w clearly maake the raised
d span more sttable and easiier to control via hydrauliccs. Sophisticaation
can be add
ded to the hyd
draulic system
m to eliminatee the potentiaal of uneven ddriving forcess and to countter the
effects of uneven friction. However, the span is still
s susceptibble to externall forces such aas wind. Consider
a bridge without
w
the ro
ope equalizer as
a described above,
a
but wiith two cylindders per pier, under the
influence of a horizonttal wind load. The span wo
ould translate,, and possiblyy slightly rotaate, until it conntacts
the span guide.
g
The disstance the spaan has to traveel before conttacting the sppan guide is onn the order off ⅛ to
½ inch, deepending on temperature,
t
installation
i
an
nd other tolerrances. Considder the typicaal span guide as
described above with essentially
e
one location of point contactt per lift leg, aall at the samee elevation. A
After
span guid
de contact, wee have a similaar situation ass shown in Fiigure 4, but w
without the reaactions from tthe
rope equaalizers. The sp
pan guide reacction would counter
c
the hoorizontal windd load, but, deepending on sspan
imbalancee, an addition
nal reaction orr reactions wo
ould be needeed to prevent rrotation of the span. If the
hydraulic cylinders can
nnot provide this
t required reaction,
r
the span would rotate until thee other lift leggs
contact th
he span guidess on the opposite side of th
he span. See F
Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Diagram of Span under Influ
uence of Wind, Contacting Mu
ultiple Span Gu
uides

The amou
unt of rotation
n that would occur
o
is again
n dependent o n the gap betw
ween span guuide and lift leeg.
The span would likely rotate at mosst 2-3 degrees before all lifft legs are in ccontact with ttheir respectivve
span guid
de rollers. Duee to the large distance betw
ween the windd load and thee span guide rrollers, and thhe
small disttance between
n the roller reaaction lines of
o action, the rroller reactionns could be faairly large,
depending
g on the amou
unt imbalancee between thee span and couunterweight. T
These span guide reactionn
forces willl have to be resisted
r
by bo
oth the span guides
g
and thee lift legs which are relatively long singly
supported
d members. Deformation an
nd/or binding
g could occur.. This scenariio does assum
me single poinnt
contact sp
pan guides at same elevatio
ons and that th
he hydraulic ccylinders do nnot appreciabbly assist
countering
g the torque induced by the wind load and
a guide reacction. Likely,, a well-designed span guidde
system, an
nd / or a suffiiciently span heavy
h
conditiion would be sufficient to pprevent the sppan from bindding.
However,, rope equalizzers, installed properly, are always theree ready to resiist this torquee on the span tthat
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is created by a wind load and its sub
bsequent span
n guide reactioon. Rope equualizers providde a secure reeliable
stabilizing
g mechanism that has been
n installed on several towerrless vertical lifts for over 40 years.

Longiitudinal Equalizer Syste
em
Similarly to the transveerse equalizerr systems, eacch longitudinaal equalizer syystem uses tw
wo wire ropess
wound aro
ound sheavess and a drum. However, un
nlike the transsverse equalizzer ropes, the longitudinal
equalizer ropes have th
heir ends fixed
d to the piers while the druum and sheavves are mountted to the lift sspan.
Instead off the rope end
d terminationss directly reaccting with thee span, the lonngitudinal equualizer system
m
influencess the span viaa the sheave and drum shafft bearing reacctions, whichh are of coursee dependent oon the
tension in
n the ropes. Seee Figure 6 fo
or a labeled viiew of a longiitudinal equallizer system w
with the lift sppan
raised, and Figure 7 forr a view of a longitudinal equalizer
e
systtem on a sidee view of the bbridge in the
a raised possitions.
lowered and

Figure 6 - Eleevation Side Vieew of Bridge wiith Raised Lift S
Span. Hydrauliic Cylinders not Shown.
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Figure 7 - Side View of Briidge in Raised aand Lowered Poositions

Typically, there are two of these sysstems per span, positioned longitudinallly along the sspan, in line w
with
the lift leg
gs. They function very sim
milarly to transsverse equalizzers in that ann uphaul ropee segment andd the
opposite downhaul
d
rop
pe segment beecome tension
ned, essentiallly putting a couple on the raised span, iif the
span begin
ns to become unlevel.
The longitudinal equalizers can tran
nsfer some of the driving foorce from thee cylinder(s) in one pier to the
lifting leg
gs in the opposite pier such
h that lifting forces
fo
are equualized allowinng the span too raise evenlyy. If
one cylind
der is sized ad
dequately to lift
l the entire span, the ropee equalizers ccould distribuute the drivingg
force suffficiently to raiise the span. For
F the case where
w
there iss only one cyllinder per pier, this would
require a somewhat
s
ov
versized hydraaulic cylinderr and large equualizer compoonents. Howeever, reasonabbly
sized equiipment can bee used to acco
omplish this for
f the case w
with two cylinnders per pier.. Consider onne of
the four cy
ylinders comp
pletely remov
ved. Essentiallly the cylindeer force from
m one pier wouuld be half thaat of
the other pier.
p
For this case there wo
ould also be uneven
u
cylindder forces from
m one side off the span to tthe
other, but we have tran
nsverse equaliizers to accom
mmodate for tthis. If the briidge shown inn Figure 6 hass
raising forrces higher in
n the “left” pieer than the “rright” pier, eitther from highher frictional resistance in the
“right” pier, or more cy
ylinder force in the “left” pier,
p
then rop e segments 5 and 8 would develop tenssion
while segm
ments 6 and 7 would go sllack. Note thaat the uphaul rrope segmentts travel arounnd two deflecctor
sheaves: an
a upper uphaaul sheave and a lower uph
haul sheave. T
Though the uppper uphaul ssheave actuallly
provides a downward force
f
on the span, the net force
f
on the sppan from the upper and low
wer uphaul
sheaves iss in the upwarrd direction. Similar
S
to tran
nsverse equallizer ropes, loongitudinal eqqualizer rope
segments 5 and 6 are actually
a
one co
ontinuous rop
pe and segmennts 7 and 8 arre one continuuous rope.
Adhering to current AA
ASHTO Speccifications, thee equalizer syystems and hyydraulic cylinnders can be
designed to
t lift the span using three of four hydraaulic cylinderrs. This redunndancy is a siggnificant addeed
benefit that rope equaliizers provide.. If repairs mu
ust be made too a cylinder, the bridge caan remain opeerable.
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Conclusion
The configuration of towerless vertical lift bridges, with the counterweight ropes attached significantly
below their center of gravity, makes them susceptible to span rotation. An eccentric vertical load, a
horizontal load, uneven driving forces, or uneven friction all can induce unwanted rotation of the span. A
mechanism that has proven in the field to provide adequate stabilization for these spans utilizes wire ropes
and sheaves to link the raised span to the piers. Though rope equalizers do add a fair number of
components and some maintenance, the added stability is important on towerless vertical lifts.
While a four cylinder configuration with a sophisticated hydraulic system could eliminate the need for a
rope equalizer system, it is important to have a well-designed strong span guide system and / or a
significant span heavy condition. A less sophisticated hydraulic system with rope equalizers provides
adequate redundancy for the instability potential, and span guides need only resist translation of the span.
An additional benefit of rope equalizers is that repairs can be made to the hydraulic cylinders without
taking the bridge out of commission. Rope equalizers can be designed such that the span can still be lifted
when one or more hydraulic drive cylinders are removed.
Though rope equalizer systems have been referred to as Rube Goldbergish, they are actually simple
robust mechanisms that provide an important function on towerless vertical lift bridges.
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